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Extraversion predicts leadership emergence and effectiveness, but do groups perform more effectively under extraverted leadership? Drawing on dominance complementarity theory, we propose that although extraverted leadership enhances group performance when employees are passive, this effect reverses when employees are proactive, because extraverted leaders are less receptive to proactivity. In Study 1, pizza stores with leaders rated high (low) in extraversion achieved higher profits when employees were passive (proactive). Study 2 constructively replicates these findings in the laboratory: passive (proactive) groups achieved higher performance when leaders acted high (low) in extraversion. We discuss theoretical and practical implications for leadership and proactivity.

Scholars have spent more than a century seeking to understand the characteristics of effective leaders (Zaccaro, 2007). Research now suggests that leading in an extraverted manner is a key to success. Extraversion is best understood as a tendency to engage in behaviors that place oneself at the center of attention, such as seeking status and acting dominant, assertive, outgoing, and talkative (Ashton, Lee, & Paunonen, 2002). In a meta-analysis of the relationship between personality and leadership emergence and effectiveness, Judge, Bono, Ilies, and Gerhardt (2002: 765) found that extraversion is “the most consistent correlate of leadership across study settings and leadership criteria.” Their results indicated that extraverted employees are significantly more likely to (1) emerge as leaders in selection and promotion decisions and (2) be perceived as effective by both supervisors and subordinates. In another meta-analysis, Bono and Judge (2004) found that extraversion was the best personality predictor of “transformational leadership”: leaders high in extraversion were more likely to express charisma, provide intellectual stimulation, and offer individualized consideration to their employees. Primary studies have further shown that extraversion is the only personality trait that predicts both typical and maximum ratings of transformational leadership performance (Ployhart, Lim, & Chan, 2001), that the link between extraversion and transformational leadership can be traced to genetically heritable sources (Johnson, Vernon, Harris, & Jang, 2004), and that U.S. presidents are perceived as more effective when they appear to be extraverted rather than introverted (Rubenzer & Faschingbauer, 2004; Young & French, 1996).

This research suggests that in leadership roles, extraverts have a clear advantage. However, scholars have begun to question whether this conclusion overstates the benefits of extraversion in leadership roles and overlooks the costs (Judge, Piccolo, & Kosalka, 2009; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). In particular, existing studies have focused on observers’ perceptions of leadership effectiveness (Judge et al., 2002), overlooking the objective performance of the groups and organizations that leaders guide—a
paramount indicator of leaders’ actual effectiveness (Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008). Accordingly, it is possible that although extraversion is a consistent predictor of supervisor and subordinate perceptions of leadership effectiveness, extraverted leadership may not always contribute positively to group performance. Research has shown that individuals tend to hold implicit theories of leaders as extraverts, suggesting that supervisor and subordinate evaluations of extraverted leaders may be enhanced by a “halo effect.” This may occur because extraverted leaders match the prototypes of charismatic leaders that dominate both Western cultures (Lord, De Vader, & Alliger, 1986) and Eastern cultures (Leung & Bozionelos, 2004) and are especially prevalent in business (Agle, Nagarajan, Sonnenfeld, & Srinivasan, 2006). Illustrating this point, in an online survey of over 1,500 senior leaders earning at least six-figure salaries, 65 percent viewed introversion as a barrier to leadership, and only 6 percent believed that introverts were more effective leaders than extraverts (Jones, 2006).

To advance theory, research, and practice on leader characteristics, it is critical to understand how they affect group performance (Kaiser et al., 2008). Our goal in this article is to examine the conditions under which extraverted leadership contributes to versus detracts from group performance. We propose that when employees are not proactive, extraverted leadership contributes to higher group performance, but when employees are proactive, this relationship reverses to a negative one. There is good reason to believe that in a changing business world, less extraverted leaders bring important strengths to the table. As organizational life becomes more dynamic, uncertain, and unpredictable, it has become increasingly difficult for leaders to succeed by merely developing and presenting their visions top-down to employees (Griffin, Neal, & Parker, 2007). More than ever before, leaders depend on employees to proactively advance bottom-up change by voicing constructive ideas (Van Dyne & LePine, 1998), taking charge to improve work methods (Morrison & Phelps, 1999), and engaging in upward influence (Dutton, Ashford, O’Neill, & Lawrence, 2001). However, research suggests that many leaders see these proactive behaviors as threats or distractions, and they thus fail to benefit from employees’ contributions (Detert & Burris, 2007; Grant, Parker, & Collins, 2009; Parker, Williams, & Turner, 2006; Seibert, Kraimer, & Crant, 2001).

We expect that leaders who are low rather than high in extraversion are more receptive to bottom-up proactive behaviors from employees. As a result, we hypothesize that when employees are proactive, extraverted leadership is negatively rather than positively associated with group performance. We base these predictions on dominance complementarity theory (Carson, 1969; Kiesler, 1983), according to which high-quality interactions are facilitated when dominance and assertiveness from one party are balanced by compliance, obedience, and submissiveness from the other party. From this perspective, employees’ proactive behaviors have the potential to complement the quiet, more reserved behavior of leaders low in extraversion, but challenge the authority of leaders high in extraversion.

In field and laboratory studies, we examine whether employee proactivity reverses the effect of extraverted leadership on group performance. In our first study, we use field data to examine whether a positive relationship between extraverted leadership and the profits of pizza delivery franchises is reversed when employees are proactive. In our second study, we use a laboratory experiment to test whether groups led in a highly extraverted manner perform better when employees are not proactive, while groups led in a less extraverted manner perform better when employees are proactive. The combination of field and laboratory data supports both the external and internal validity of our hypotheses, and we find parallel results across naturally occurring and experimentally manipulated variations in leaders’ extraversion and employees’ proactivity for predicting two objective performance outcomes: profits and output.

Our research makes important theoretical contributions to the literatures on leadership and proactivity, offering a more balanced perspective that recognizes both the strengths and weaknesses of extraverted leadership. First, we highlight how leadership research can gain traction by attending to how follower behaviors—and leader reactions to these behaviors—create a context that alters the impact of leader characteristics. Our studies document that leader extraversion can be either an asset or a liability for group performance, depending on the degree to which employees are proactive. In doing so, we show how leadership research can benefit from careful consideration of an expanded set of outcomes focusing on group performance, not only on leader emergence and perceived effectiveness. Second, we provide a theoretical and an empirical account of how employees’ proactive behaviors are not only caused by leader characteristics; they can also moderate the effects of leader characteristics. This perspective accentuates the value of examining the group performance consequences of proactivity. Third, our findings reveal a potential
The irony of modern organizational life: although organizations often promote both extraverted leadership and employee proactivity, these two characteristics in combination may yield suboptimal group performance. Our research suggests that group performance is maximized when highly extraverted leadership is paired with less proactive employee behavior, or when less extraverted leadership is matched with more proactive employee behavior.

**EXTRAVERTED LEADERSHIP AND GROUP PERFORMANCE**

The purpose of this article is to examine contingencies that moderate the relationship between extraverted leadership and group performance. By group performance, we refer to the effectiveness of a unit in achieving collective goals (Campbell, 1990). To specify the characteristics that define extraverted leadership, it is important to gain a deeper understanding of personality. Psychologists have developed two different approaches to conceptualizing personality (Hogan, 1991). The trait view of personality emphasizes the underlying psychological processes, or cognitive and affective tendencies, that cause stability in individual characteristics over time or across situations (House, Shane, & Herold, 1996; McCrae & Costa, 1990). The behavioral view of personality emphasizes the overt, observable actions in which individuals engage over time or across situations (Buss & Craik, 1983). Recently, psychologists have theoretically and empirically integrated these approaches by demonstrating that traits can be conceptualized as density distributions of “behavioral acts” (Fleeson, 2001). Behavioral acts are the building blocks of traits, and the stronger an individual’s propensity toward a trait, the more frequently and intensely the individual enacts a corresponding set of behaviors (Fleeson, 2001). This integration of traits and behavioral acts is consistent with longstanding evidence showing that the same content dimensions and descriptors underlie both traits and behavioral acts and that the boundary between the two is fuzzy rather than categorically discrete (for a review, see Chaplin, John, and Goldberg [1988]).

Given the value of both trait and behavioral approaches to personality, our focus is on how leader characteristics—which capture both leaders’ traits and their behaviors—affect group performance. In particular, we are interested in the leader characteristic of extraversion. Psychologists have long recognized that extraversion is one of the fundamental dimensions along which personality varies (e.g., Eysenck, 1973; Fleeson, 2001). Although scholars have debated about the defining features of extraversion, recent research suggests that “the real core” of extraversion is “the tendency to behave in ways that attract social attention” (Ashton et al., 2002: 245). To do so, extraverted individuals often seek out status and act assertive, interpersonally dominant, talkative, and outgoing (Caspí, Roberts, & Shiner, 2005; DeYoung, Quilty, & Peterson, 2007; Trapnell & Wiggins, 1990). A number of organizational scholars have identified these qualities as critical to leadership (e.g., Bass, 1990; Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1991; Mann, 1959; Yukl, 1998), and some neurobiologists have even described “the enjoyment of leadership roles” as a prototypical feature of extraversion (Depue & Collins, 1999: 492). As noted previously, extensive evidence suggests that extraverted individuals are more likely to emerge as leaders, receive high ratings of effectiveness from supervisors and subordinates, and display transformational behaviors (for reviews, see Bono and Judge [2004], Judge et al. [2002], and Ones and Dilchert [2009]). An extraverted leadership style often involves engaging with followers, building networks, and influencing others with effective inspiration and ingratiation strategies (e.g., Cable & Judge, 2003; House & Howell, 1992).

Our contribution lies in introducing employee proactivity as a boundary condition for the extraverted leadership advantage outlined above. We predict that when employees are proactive, they may be more effective when their leaders are less extraverted. Proactive behaviors are anticipatory actions that employees take to create change (Crant, 2000; Grant & Ashford, 2008). Because leaders cannot always predict, envision, and control key internal and external events, they rely on employees to take initiative to create constructive change (Griffin et al., 2007). Among the most widely studied proactive behaviors are voice, taking charge, and upward influence (Grant et al., 2009; Parker & Collins, 2010). Voice refers to speaking up with useful suggestions (Van Dyne & LePine, 1998). Taking charge refers to exercising initiative to improve work structures, processes, methods, and practices (Morrison & Phelps, 1999). Upward influence refers to making active attempts to persuade leaders to endorse and implement changes (Dutton et al., 2001; Kipnis & Schmidt, 1988). When employees engage in these behaviors, they exercise proactivity; when they do not engage in these behaviors, in keeping with prior research, we describe their actions as passive (Crant, 2000; Parker et al., 2006). We use the term passive not to denote a lack of energy and effort, but rather to capture reacting to others’ visions and ideas instead of initiating one’s own (Crant, 2000; Grant & Ashford, 2008).
To explain group performance, we conceptualize and study employee proactivity at the group level. Although proactivity is often measured in terms of individual-level behaviors, empirical findings have begun to converge around the view that proactivity can exist as a group-level phenomenon (Grant & Ashford, 2008). Researchers have demonstrated the existence of team-level proactivity (Kirkman & Rosen, 1999), firm-level proactivity (Aragon-Correa, 1998; Henriches & Sadorsky, 1999), proactive “climates” (Fay, Lührmann, & Kohl, 2004), and “climates for initiative” (Baer & Frese, 2003). Theoretically, work groups are likely to develop norms for high levels of proactivity under contextual conditions of environmental uncertainty, interdependence, and autonomy. When environmental uncertainty is high, there is widespread recognition that employees need to be more proactive in order to anticipate and act upon threats and opportunities (Griffin et al., 2007). Furthermore, when interdependence is high, employees are more likely to coordinate their levels of proactivity to facilitate task completion (Griffin et al., 2007). In addition, research has shown that when employees are given autonomy, they often work together to coordinate efforts to take charge, undertaking collaborative activities to improve work processes and methods (Leana, Appelbaum, & Shevchuk, 2010). Thus, depending on uncertainty, interdependence, and autonomy, different work groups can develop norms for different levels of proactivity.

A Dominance Complementarity Perspective

Drawing on dominance complementarity theory, we propose that when employees engage in proactive behaviors, extraverted leadership is negatively rather than positively associated with group performance. According to dominance complementarity theory (Carson, 1969; Kiesler, 1983), effective interactions are achieved when dominant, assertive behavior from one party is matched by submissive, passive behavior from another. A core tenet of dominance complementarity is that people seek balance in interpersonal interactions (Leary, 1957): when one acts dominant, the other is expected to act submissive, and this pairing allows them to coordinate their actions and interactions effectively. Kiesler (1983: 198) proposed that complementarity exists when the individual “contextually recognized as being superior is in the ‘one-up’ or primary position, whereas the person recognized as being inferior is in the ‘one-down’ or secondary position.” Dominance complementarity represents the existence of a status hierarchy (Tiedens & Fragale, 2003) in which both members are able to “confirm... self-definements” (Kiesler, 1983: 198). The dominant parties gain validation of their power and status, and the submissive parties gain support and security. For both parties, uncertainty about authority roles is reduced, preventing conflict and competition and facilitating the pursuit of common goals (Bendersky & Hays, in press; Tiedens, Chow, & Unzueta, 2007; Wiltermuth, 2009). When complementarity is lacking, individuals often focus on jockeying for position, which can create anxiety and distract attention and energy away from task completion (Smelser, 1961).

As a result, matching dominance and submissiveness can have important consequences for group performance. As Kristof-Brown, Barrick, and Stevens (2005: 939) explained, “There is extensive evidence that complementarity in dominance (a component of extraversion) and submissiveness is related to higher quality interpersonal interactions.” Studies have shown that individuals, dyads, and groups achieve greater productivity when dominance complementarity exists, wherein more extraverted and dominant members work with more introverted and submissive members (e.g., Ghiselli & Lodahl, 1958; Hoffman & Maier, 1961; Kristof-Brown et al., 2005; Smelser, 1961). However, these studies have focused primarily on peer relationships, overlooking how dominance complementarity applies to hierarchical relationships between leaders and followers.

We extend dominance complementarity theory to inform the interplay of extraverted leadership and employee proactivity. As noted previously, highly extraverted leadership typically involves engaging in dominant, assertive behaviors and avoiding quieter, more reserved behaviors (see also McCrae & Costa, 1989). Employees’ proactive behaviors can be viewed as a form of dominance. Researchers have defined proactivity as an exercise of control (Frese, Garst, & Fay, 2007; Parker et al., 2006), an expression of agency (Grant & Ashford, 2008; Grant & Parker, 2009), and an effort to change and challenge the status quo (Crant & Bateman, 2000; Van Dyne, Cummings, & McLean Parks, 1995). Voicing ideas, taking charge, and exerting upward influence are all displays of assertiveness. As a result, dominance complementarity theory suggests that the more extraverted a leader is, the less employees will perceive him or her as receptive to their proactive ideas and suggestions. Perceptions of leader receptivity refer to the degree to which employees view leaders as open to and willing to implement changes (Ashford, Rothbard, Piderit, & Dutton, 1998; Detert & Burris, 2007).

Employees are likely to perceive more extraverted leaders as less receptive to proactivity. Ac-
cording to dominance complementarity theory, when one party acts dominant, he or she expects the other party to accept a lower-status position and communicate in a more submissive manner (Kiesler, 1983). Building on this logic, extraverted leaders may respond to employee proactivity as a threat, seeking out dominance and communicating in assertive, forceful ways. In contrast, less extraverted leaders may be receptive to employee proactivity as a valuable source of input, communicating in ways that signal openness and interest.

Below, we discuss how extraverted leadership may have negative implications for receptivity to employee proactivity using two conceptual lenses: status conflict and communication styles.

Status conflict. Researchers have frequently observed that employees’ proactive behaviors can be threatening to leaders, as they have the potential to introduce unwelcome changes (Grant et al., 2009; Miceli & Near, 1995), make leaders feel embarrassed, incompetent, or vulnerable by exposing their flaws and weaknesses (Morrison & Milliken, 2000), and usurp leaders’ authority by venturing “beyond what management wants their employees to do” (Frese & Fay, 2001: 171). We predict that extraverted leaders will be especially prone to experiencing employees’ proactive behaviors as threatening. Extraverted leaders tend to seek out status (Anderson, John, Kellner, & Kring, 2001; Barrick, Stewart, & Piotrowski, 2002), which allows them to maintain a hierarchy in which their assertiveness and dominance are complemented by obedience and submissiveness on the part of employees. When their status is threatened, extraverted leaders may be “willing to engage in conflict and to use defensive and/or unconstructive tactics with others” (Ames & Flynn, 2007: 309). In general, extraverted leaders tend to exercise influence not by seeking ideas from others, but rather by gaining dominance over their employees (Peterson, Smith, Martorana, & Owens, 2003) and using direct persuasion techniques to build others’ commitment to their own ideas (Anderson, Spataro, & Flynn, 2008; Cable & Judge, 2003; Caldwell & Burger, 1997).

Thus, extraverted leaders may reject employees’ proactive ideas in favor of their own existing practices.

In keeping with these arguments, Judge et al. (2009: 868) noted that extraverted leaders tend to “behave in bold, aggressive, and grandiose ways. They like to be the center of attention. . . . As such, extraverted leaders may be less likely to solicit input from subordinates and colleagues, potentially alienating organizational members who prefer that attention and credit be shared.” We thus predict that the combination of extraverted leadership and employee proactivity has the potential to create a power struggle, as both leaders and employees seek to gain control and exercise influence. To do so, extraverted leaders may dismiss employees’ proactive behaviors or work harder to increase their own control and influence, focusing on claiming status and asserting their authority instead of facilitating effective group performance. Indeed, research suggests that seeking dominance and power is likely to discourage leaders from considering employees’ perspectives (Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, & Gruenfeld, 2006). Employees, in turn, are likely to feel rejected and slighted by leaders’ lack of consideration for their ideas (McFarlin & Sweeney, 1996), leading them to experience helplessness and powerlessness (Magee & Galinsky, 2008).

In contrast, less extraverted leaders tend not to be as concerned with status and power (Anderson et al., 2001; Barrick et al., 2002), and they may be more receptive to employees’ proactive behaviors. When employees take charge to introduce new work methods, less extraverted leaders may embrace their ideas, using them to develop more efficient and effective systems (Moon, Kamar, Mayer, & Takeuchi, 2008), correct errors in faulty procedures (Staw & Boettger, 1990), and identify new techniques for preventing errors and problems in the future (Wall, Jackson, & Davids, 1992). Furthermore, less extraverted leaders may take particular notice of employees’ efforts to voice important problems, which can enhance group performance (Detert & Burris, 2007; Van Dyne & LePine, 1998), and respond to upward influence by mobilizing attention and effort toward solving problems, which can enable them to make meaningful changes with respect to strategically significant issues (Dutton et al., 2001).

Communication styles. In addition, less extraverted leaders may listen more carefully to employees’ proactive ideas and suggestions. Whereas highly extraverted individuals tend to be assertive and confident in building visions and expressing ideas, individuals lower in extraversion tend to be quieter and more reserved (e.g., Fleeson, 2001; Gosling, John, Craik, & Robins, 1998). Research indicates that on average, less extraverted individuals speak more quietly than their highly extraverted counterparts (Scherer, 1978), which suggests that less extraverted leaders’ communication styles leave more room for employees to be proactive. Furthermore, less extraverted individuals tend to spend more time listening and less time talking (Ramsay, 1966), and feel more apprehensive about initiating communication in groups (Opt & Loffredo, 2000) and speaking in public (Feingold, 1983). As a result, less extraverted leaders may send more ver-
bals and nonverbal signals that they are open to proactive behavior and may take more time to hear and consider ideas and suggestions.

Of course, leaders are likely to derive the greatest benefits from these proactive behaviors when the ideas underlying them are relevant to organizational goals (Frese & Fay, 2001). However, even when employees’ proactive behaviors are not relevant to organizational goals, there are two reasons to believe that less extraverted leaders will respond to them in ways that enhance group performance. First, because less extraverted leaders listen more carefully, employees will be more likely to feel that their ideas are appreciated, which will enhance and sustain their motivations to contribute (e.g., Dutton et al., 2001; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1996). Second, even if employees’ proactive suggestions are misguided, they can still facilitate constructive changes. Employees’ proactive behaviors can introduce a new perspective, which may “stimulate divergent attention and thought. As a result, even when the idea is wrong, they contribute to the detection of novel solutions and decisions that, on balance, are qualitatively better” (Nemeth, 1986: 23). Accordingly, since less extraverted leaders may be more willing to listen to divergent opinions and perspectives, they may be more capable of using misguided ideas constructively, reinforcing for employees that their ideas are valued.

Perceived leader receptivity and group performance. We thus propose that when employees are proactive, more extraverted leaders will respond less receptively to ideas and suggestions. In turn, perceiving a lack of leader receptiveness will discourage employees from working hard on behalf of their leaders. From the standpoint of organizational support theory (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002), when employees feel that leaders value their contributions, they reciprocate by working harder. Feeling valued strengthens employees’ perceived obligation to contribute, increases their identification with leaders, and enhances their confidence that their contributions will be worthwhile and rewarded (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002). Indeed, research has shown that when employees feel that their contributions are valued, they respond by increasing their effort (Grant, 2008; Grant & Gino, 2010). When employees perceive that leaders are not receptive to their contributions, they feel less valued and thus less motivated to reciprocate.

Consequently, we predict that employees’ perceptions of leaders’ receptivity mediate the moderating effect of employee proactivity on the relationship between leaders’ extraversion and group performance. When employees are proactive, highly extraverted leaders respond less receptively, which decreases employees’ motivation to perform effectively. This sequence constitutes a first-stage moderation model (Edwards & Lambert, 2007). Employee proactivity moderates the effect of leader extraversion on employees’ perceptions of leader receptivity in such a way that employees only perceive highly extraverted leaders as less receptive under conditions of high proactivity. Employee proactivity threatens leaders’ ability to be the center of attention, reducing their receptiveness to ideas and suggestions. Our predictions are summarized in the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Employee proactivity moderates the association between leader extraversion and group performance. When employees are passive, leader extraversion is positively related to group performance, but when employees are proactive, leader extraversion is negatively related to group performance.

Hypothesis 2. Employee perceptions of receptivity mediate the moderating effect of employee proactivity on the relationship between leader extraversion and group performance.

Overview of the Present Research

To test these hypotheses, we conducted two studies. Guided by the trait and behavioral approaches to personality, we operationalized extraversion in terms of leaders’ traits (Study 1) and behavioral acts (Study 2). In Study 1, we tested Hypothesis 1 with multisource field data from pizza delivery stores. In Study 2, we conducted a laboratory experiment to constructively replicate our test of Hypothesis 1, support causal inferences, and test Hypothesis 2. Since our hypotheses rely on motivational mechanisms—when extraverted leaders are not receptive to proactive suggestions, employees are less motivated to put forth effort—it was important to use tasks in which motivation drives differences in performance. In both studies, to observe motivational effects on group performance, we focused on relatively structured, simple tasks in which motivation is a central determinant of performance. By contrast, more complex tasks open the door for ability to play a more central role (Locke & Latham, 2002; Schmidt & Hunter, 2004), potentially suppressing performance differences caused by variations in leader extraversion and employee proactivity.
STUDY 1: METHODS

Sample and Procedures

We obtained data from a U.S. national pizza delivery company that runs franchises. The leaders in the company are the overall store managers (1 per store), who independently oversee all store operations, including inventory control, personnel hiring and scheduling, and management of supervisors. We sent questionnaires for leaders and employees to 130 stores and obtained complete data from 57, achieving a response rate of 43.1 percent. The respondents were 57 store leaders and 374 employees (mean = 6.56 employees per store, minimum = 2, maximum = 15). Because of confidentiality concerns, we collected demographic and employment data using five-point scales. With respect to employment with the organization, 1.8 percent of respondents had been with the company for less than one year; 5.4 percent had been employed for one to three years; 37.5 percent had been employed for three to five years; 44.6 percent had been employed for five to ten years; and 10.7 percent had been employed for at least ten years. With respect to employment in their current store, 19.3 percent had been employed less than one year; 33.3 percent had been employed for one to three years; 28.1 percent had been employed for three to five years; 17.5 percent had been employed for five to ten years; and 1.8 percent had been employed for at least ten years.

Measures

Unless otherwise indicated, all items used a Likert-type scale anchored at 1, “to a very small extent,” and 5, “to a great extent.”

Group performance. We measured group performance in terms of each store’s overall profitability during the seven weeks following survey completion, after controlling for the average price of pizza orders and worker hours. This lagged seven-week period allowed us to calculate the reliability of weekly profits, which demonstrated excellent internal consistency (α = .98). Store profits are the ultimate metric on which the company evaluates leaders’ performance, and it is the basis on which leaders are rewarded. It was important to control for the average price of orders and worker hours because these variables heavily influence profitability but are largely determined by a store’s location (e.g., college campus vs. urban street vs. rural town), which are factors beyond the control of leaders and employees. Controlling for these location-based input factors allowed us to examine how features of internal operations that leaders and employees could influence (i.e., delivery costs, food costs, labor costs, planning, scheduling) were affected by leaders’ personality traits and employees’ proactive behaviors.

Leaders’ personality traits. Store leaders rated their own personality traits using ten items for each of the “Big Five” traits from Goldberg’s (1992) adjective scale. The extraversion scale included adjectives such as “assertive,” “talkative,” “bold,” “introverted” (reverse-scored), “reserved” (reverse-scored), and “energetic” (α = .73). Although our hypotheses focused on extraversion, since this trait is correlated with other Big Five traits (e.g., Olson, 2005), to reduce the likelihood of spurious associations, we controlled for the other four traits: emotional stability, agreeableness, openness, and conscientiousness. In particular, extraversion typically correlates positively with openness and emotional stability and also frequently correlates positively with agreeableness and conscientiousness (e.g., DeYoung et al., 2007; John & Srivastava, 1999). To isolate the unique variance attributable to leader extraversion, it is important to control for these traits and their interactions with employee proactivity. The emotional stability scale included adjectives such as “relaxed,” “touchy” (reverse-scored), “moody” (reverse-scored), “emotional” (reverse-scored), “high-strung” (reverse-scored), and “calm” (α = .66). The agreeableness scale included adjectives such as “agreeable,” “cooperative,” “cold” (reverse-scored), “helpful,” “rude” (reverse-scored), and “considerate” (α = .75). The openness scale included adjectives such as “imaginative,” “creative,” “intellectual,” “innovative,” “shallow” (reverse-scored), and “complex” (α = .72). The conscientiousness scale included adjectives such as “organized,” “dependable,” “sloppy” (reverse-scored), “conscientious,” “careless” (reverse-scored), and “systematic” (α = .76).

Group proactivity. Employees rated the average levels of proactive behaviors occurring in their store. Across the stores, 374 employees provided ratings of store proactivity. Specifically, each employee was asked to rate the “typical behavior of employees in your store (excluding the store manager).” With respect to level of measurement, these items represent a referent shift compositional model (Chan, 1998). We provide additional evidence justifying the aggregation of these scales to the store level below.

We measured taking charge using the five highest-loading items from the taking charge scale developed by Morrison and Phelps (1999), including “Try to bring about improved procedures for the work unit,” “Try to correct a faulty procedure or practice,” and “Try to implement solutions to
pressing organizational problems” (individual-level $\alpha = .86$, store-level $\alpha = .87$). We measured voice using the four highest-loading items from the voice scale developed by Van Dyne and LePine (1998), which includes items such as “Speak up with ideas for new projects or changes in procedures,” “Communicate opinions about work issues to others even if their opinions differ or others disagree,” and “Develop and make recommendations concerning issues that affect this store” (individual-level $\alpha = .88$, store-level $\alpha = .89$). We measured upward influence using the four highest-loading items adapted from the upward communication scale developed by Hofmann and Morgeson (1999), including “Discuss production issues with the store leader” and “Discuss work issues with the store leader” (individual-level $\alpha = .83$, store-level $\alpha = .80$).

To examine whether it was appropriate to aggregate the three proactive behaviors into a higher-order proactivity construct, we conducted confirmatory factor analyses using EQS software version 6.1 with maximum-likelihood estimation procedures (e.g., Kline, 1998). We found that a three-factor model with a latent higher-order proactivity factor achieved acceptable fit with the data and significantly better fit than all alternative nested models. Table 1 presents these results. All factor loadings were statistically significant and ranged from .70 to .80 for taking charge, .58 to .82 for voice, and .71 to .91 for upward influence. The factor loadings for the three proactivity constructs on the higher-order proactivity factor were .83 for taking charge, .88 for voice, and .69 for upward influence. These results suggest that the three proactivity constructs could be analyzed as a single higher-order proactivity construct (individual-level $\alpha = .91$, store-level $\alpha = .97$).

In light of the referent shift compositional model, we also investigated the appropriateness of aggregating the measure of proactivity to the store level. The median $r_{\text{avg}}$ value was .93. This indicates strong within-group agreement, justifying the view that store proactivity existed and could be aggregated to the group level (LeBreton & Senter, 2008). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that proactivity varied significantly across stores ($F[56, 317] = 1.43, p < .05$). Interrater reliability between employees was moderate ($\text{ICC1} = .06$, $\text{ICC2} = .30$, both $p < .05$). In conjunction, these results indicate high agreement within stores, but relatively low variance between stores—perhaps because the stores operate in the same industry and do not differ dramatically in the contextual levels of uncertainty, interdependence, and autonomy that create variations in group proactivity. The limited degree of between-store variance served to attenuate our results at the store level and resulted in a conservative investigation of our hypotheses.

**STUDY 1: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for our key variables appear in Table 2. We tested our hypotheses using the moderated regression procedures recommended by Aiken and West (1991). We standardized the leader personality and employee proactivity variables and then multiplied them to create interaction terms. In our regression analyses, we controlled for the average price of orders and worker hours, as well as for the other four Big Five personality traits and their interactions with each proactive behavior. Table 3 displays the results of our regression analyses.$^1$ As specified in Hypothesis 1, there was a significant interaction between

---

$^1$ We also conducted the analyses separately for taking charge, voice, and upward communication and found the same patterns, with one exception: a significant interaction between leader emotional stability and employee proactivity in predicting taking charge. Simple slopes indicated that leader emotional stability predicted higher group performance when employees did not take charge, but lower group performance when they did. Since this
leaders’ extraversion and employee proactivity in predicting store profits. To interpret the form of the interaction, we plotted the simple slopes for the relationship between leaders’ extraversion and store profits at one standard deviation above and below the mean of employee proactivity (see Figure 1). When employees engaged in low proactivity, extraverted leadership was associated with higher store profits ($\beta = .25, p < .02$). When employees engaged in high proactivity, the simple slopes indicated that extraverted leadership was associated with lower store profits ($\beta = -.23, p < .05$). Thus, extraversted leadership predicted higher store performance when employees were passive, but lower store performance when employees were proactive.

These results show that employee proactivity moderates the relationship between leaders’ extraversion and group performance, and the form of this moderating effect is consistent with the dominance complementarity perspective. Although these results are promising, they suffer from several limitations, including a small sample size and modest response rate, moderate between-store variance in proactivity, and an unusual coefficient for conscientiousness. As such, it was important to examine whether the results could be constructively replicated (Lykken, 1968) in a different sample with different operationalizations of leadership, employee proactivity, and group performance. In particular, we measured leaders’ extraversion as a trait, but it was important to test whether our findings held when extraversion was operationalized as a set of behaviors. This investigation appeared especially worthwhile in light of evidence that leaders’ traits have their impact through their expression in overt behaviors that mediate the relationship between traits and performance (e.g., Anderson & Schmeier, 1978). In addition, our observational data did not support causal inferences, and we were not able to measure the proposed mediating mechanism of perceived leader receptivity. Furthermore, employees might communicate proactivity differently to more versus less extraverted leaders.
To address these issues, our second study used an experimental method to demonstrate that the interactions of extraverted leadership behaviors with employee proactivity caused variations in group performance. This experimental design also allowed us to test whether more extraverted leadership behaviors caused higher group performance when employees were passive, while less extraverted leadership behaviors caused higher group performance when employees were proactive. It also enabled us to hold constant the nature and form of employee proactivity to rule out the possibility that employees express their proactive behaviors as a function of leader characteristics. Furthermore, we tested Hypothesis 2 by examining the role of perceptions of leader receptivity in explaining the observed effects.

**STUDY 2: METHODS**

**Sample and Procedures**

One hundred sixty-three college students from a university in the southeastern United States (mean age = 20.90, s.d. = 1.24; 101 male, 62 female) participated in the study in exchange for credit in an introductory organizational behavior class. After explaining that we were interested in understanding the factors that influence group performance, we told participants that they would be leading a group of four members to fold as many T-shirts as possible in ten minutes. There were 56 groups, each of which contained three focal participants: a leader and two followers. In all groups, two additional undergraduate research assistants (both male) were present as confederates, posing as additional followers. These two confederates were instructed to fold approximately the same number of T-shirts in every session regardless of experimental condition, leaving variance in group performance attributable to the leader and the two other followers.

In each session, one participant selected a card from a hat identifying him/her as the leader. In fact, all cards read “leader,” so that the first person who chose a card became the leader. The two other
participants and the two confederates assumed the role of followers. To encourage participants to care about the outcome, we established instrumentality and valence by informing participants that the members of the groups in the top 10 percent of productivity would win iPod Nanos. We manipulated two factors between subjects: leaders’ extraversion (high vs. low) and followers’ proactive behavior (high vs. low).

Manipulation 1: Leaders’ extraversion. We adapted procedures developed by Fleeson, Malanos, and Achille (2002) to temporarily manipulate participants’ enactment of extraverted leadership behaviors. We asked participants to read a summary about why it is important for leaders to act in a manner indicating either high or low extraversion and then to write a short description of times when they had done so. In the high-extraversion condition, participants read about evidence for the importance of extraversion in leadership: “Scientific research now shows that behaving in an extraverted manner is the key to success as a leader. Like John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Jack Welch, great leaders are extraverted: their behavior is bold, talkative, and assertive. This enables them to communicate a strong, dominant vision that inspires followers to deliver results.” The description then summarized studies showing the potential costs of highly extraverted leadership behavior and the potential benefits of acting less extraverted (e.g., Judge et al., 2002; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). Participants then reflected on a time when they had engaged in less extraverted leadership: “Now, to get ready for your role, think of a time when you led a group effectively by acting quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.” The description then summarized studies showing the potential costs of highly extraverted leadership behavior and the potential benefits of acting less extraverted (e.g., Judge et al., 2002; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). Participants then reflected on a time when they had engaged in less extraverted leadership: “Now, to get ready for your role, think of a time when you led a group effectively by acting quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.” The description then summarized studies showing the potential costs of highly extraverted leadership behavior and the potential benefits of acting less extraverted (e.g., Judge et al., 2002; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). Participants then reflected on a time when they had engaged in less extraverted leadership: “Now, to get ready for your role, think of a time when you led a group effectively by acting quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.”

In the low-extraversion condition, participants read about evidence for the importance of a less extraverted leadership style: “Scientific research now shows that behaving in an introverted manner is the key to success as a leader. Like Mahatma Gandhi, Abraham Lincoln, and Socrates, great leaders are introverted: their behavior is quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.” The description then summarized studies showing the potential costs of highly extraverted leadership behavior and the potential benefits of acting less extraverted (e.g., Judge et al., 2009; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). Participants then reflected on a time when they had engaged in less extraverted leadership: “Now, to get ready for your role, think of a time when you led a group effectively by acting quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.” The description then summarized studies showing the potential costs of highly extraverted leadership behavior and the potential benefits of acting less extraverted (e.g., Judge et al., 2009; McCormack & Mellor, 2002). Participants then reflected on a time when they had engaged in less extraverted leadership: “Now, to get ready for your role, think of a time when you led a group effectively by acting quiet, shy, and reserved. This enables them to empower their people to deliver results.”
Manipulation 2: Followers’ proactive behavior. During the folding task, we varied the degree to which the two confederate followers behaved proactively versus passively. In the passive condition, the two confederate followers simply acted according to the leader’s instructions throughout the folding task. In the proactive condition, after 1 minute and 30 seconds, one of the confederates remarked, “I wonder if there’s a more efficient way to do this.” The other confederate then said to the leader, “Actually, I have a friend from Japan who has a faster way. It might take a minute or two to teach it, but do we want to try it?” We chose this proactive behavior because it involves elements of voice (speaking up with an idea), taking charge (introducing a new work method and process), and upward influence (attempting to change the leader’s strategy). We also selected it as a prototypical example of a proactive behavior that had the potential to create improvements but required an investment of learning time up front.

If the leader said yes, the second confederate taught the new method to the group. If the leader said no, then the confederates continued with the traditional, slower method. The new method consisted of folding T-shirts as the task is often performed in Japan. The method involves laying the T-shirt flat, with the left sleeve pointing at one’s body, and following these steps: (1) The right hand pinches the top next to the collar, (2) the left hand pinches in the middle of the shirt parallel to the first pinch, (3) the right hand folds the top to the bottom and (4) pinches the two together, (5) the right hand flips the T-shirt over and uncrosses the arms, and (6) the T-shirt is set down with the right sleeve folded under (see www.youtube.com/watch?v=An0mFZ3enhM&feature=related). Prior to the study, the confederate making the suggestion was trained to fold T-shirts according to this method, so that he could teach it to the rest of the group.

At the end of the session, the experimenter counted the number of T-shirts that the leader and two followers folded in the ten-minute period. The experimenter also counted the number of shirts the confederates folded so that their performance could be eliminated from the analyses. Confederate performance did not vary significantly by condition. Upon completion of the task, leaders completed a survey that assessed the extent to which they behaved in an extraverted manner during the task and the degree to which their followers were proactive. The followers also completed a survey asking them to assess leader extraversion, follower proactivity, and leader receptivity.

Measures

Dependent variable: Group performance. We measured group performance by counting the number of T-shirts each group had folded in the allocated period. Group performance is the sum of the leader and follower output; it does not include the number of T-shirts folded by the confederates.

Mediator: Leader receptivity. To measure perceived leader receptivity, we adapted items from existing measures of leader openness (Ashford et al., 1998; Detert & Burris, 2007). We asked the followers to evaluate the leaders on five items (1 = “disagree strongly,” 7 = “agree strongly”): “open to new ideas,” “receptive to suggestions,” “interested in our ideas,” “rejected new ideas” (reverse-scored), and “dismissed suggestions” (reverse-scored) (α = .94 for follower 1, and α = .89 for follower 2). Since the two followers’ ratings demonstrated good interrater reliability (ICC1 = .70, ICC2 = .83, p < .001), we averaged them to compute an overall score for perceived leader receptivity. We used this aggregate measure in the analyses presented below.

Manipulation check 1: Leaders’ extraverted behavior. Leaders indicated the extent to which they displayed behaviors characteristic of extraverts during the task (1 = “extremely inaccurate,” 9 = “extremely accurate”). We used Goldberg’s (1992) 20-item adjective scale, which consisted of 10 positively worded items, including “assertive,” “talkative,” and “extraverted,” and 10 reverse-scored items, such as “introverted,” “quiet,” and “shy” (α = .97). Followers also completed the same 20-item scale to rate their leaders’ extraversion (α = .97 for both followers). Because the two followers achieved good interrater reliability (ICC1 = .61, ICC2 = .76, p < .001), we averaged their ratings.

Manipulation check 2: Followers’ proactive behaviors. Leaders rated their followers’ proactive behaviors by indicating the extent to which followers as a group displayed such behaviors (1 = “disagree strongly,” 7 = “agree strongly”). We used a ten-item scale including items such as “Came up with ideas to improve the way in which the task was done” and “Put forward ideas to improve performance” (α = .98). This scale was adapted from items developed by Griffin et al. (2007), Morrison and Phelps (1999), and Van Dyne and LePine (1998). The two followers also rated their team’s proactivity using the same scale (α = .96 for both followers). Since interrater reliability was good (ICC1 = .81, ICC2 = .89, p < .001), we averaged the two followers’ ratings.
TABLE 4
Study 2: Means and Standard Deviations by Condition for Key Variablesa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Group Performance</th>
<th>Individual Follower Performance</th>
<th>Individual Leader Performance</th>
<th>Leader Receptivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low extraversion, passive followers</td>
<td>137.64 (48.30)</td>
<td>50.32 (19.86)</td>
<td>52.07 (15.27)</td>
<td>4.50 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High extraversion, passive followers</td>
<td>167.93 (24.31)</td>
<td>55.21 (9.70)</td>
<td>57.50 (13.07)</td>
<td>5.34 (1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low extraversion, proactive followers</td>
<td>175.43 (30.22)</td>
<td>59.64 (10.80)</td>
<td>56.14 (11.13)</td>
<td>5.35 (0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High extraversion, proactive followers</td>
<td>142.00 (25.83)</td>
<td>46.61 (10.62)</td>
<td>51.57 (10.46)</td>
<td>4.32 (0.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Standard deviations are in parentheses. n = 14.

STUDY 2: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Means and standard deviations by condition for our focal variables appear in Table 4.

Manipulation Checks

We started by examining whether our leadership manipulation was effective using two (leader extraversion: high vs. low) times two (followers’ behavior: proactive vs. passive) between-subjects ANOVAs. Followers rated leaders as more extraverted in the high-extraversion condition (mean = 5.42, s.d. = 1.49) than in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 4.19, s.d. = 1.15; \( F[1, 51] = 10.65, p < .01, \eta^2 = .16 \)). Leaders’ ratings of their own extraversion during the task were consistent with the followers’ ratings; leaders in the high-extraversion condition reported acting in a more extraverted manner (mean = 5.36, s.d. = 1.80) than did those in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 4.21, s.d. = 1.41; \( F[1, 52] = 6.98, p < .02, \eta^2 = .12 \)). Neither our proactivity manipulation nor the interaction between the two manipulations significantly affected these ratings.

We also used both leaders’ and followers’ ratings of followers’ proactive behaviors to test the validity of our manipulation of followers’ proactive behavior. As expected, leaders rated the behavior of followers in the proactive condition as more proactive (mean = 5.41, s.d. = 1.03) than the behavior of followers in the passive condition (mean = 3.04, s.d. = 1.38; \( F[1, 52] = 52.40, p < .001, \eta^2 = .50 \)). Furthermore, followers in the proactive condition rated group proactivity as significantly higher (mean = 4.85, s.d. = 0.43) than did the followers in the passive condition (mean = 2.78, s.d. = 0.70; \( F[1, 51] = 174.10, \eta^2 = .76 \)). Neither the extraverted leadership manipulation nor the interaction between the two manipulations had significant effects. Taken together, these results indicate that our manipulations were effective.

Performance Effects

We tested our hypotheses by conducting a 2 (leader extraversion) \( \times \) 2 (followers’ proactive behavior) between-subjects ANOVA using the number of T-shirts a group folded as the dependent variable. We controlled for group size because five groups had four rather than five members (only one follower instead of two). The two main effects were not statistically significant. In keeping with Hypothesis 1, we found a significant interaction between leaders’ extraversion and followers’ proactive behavior (\( F[1, 51] = 7.17, p = .01, \eta^2 = .12 \)). Figure 2 is a graph of this interaction. Within each level of the proactivity manipulation, we used simple effects to examine whether groups led in a highly (less) extraverted manner performed better when the confederates were passive (proactive). When the confederates were passive, groups in the high-leader-extraversion condition (mean = 167.93, s.d. = 24.31) outperformed those in the low-leader-extraversion condition (mean = 137.64, s.d. = 48.30; \( F[1, 52] = 5.70, p < .03 \)). The reverse occurred when the confederates were proactive: groups with leaders in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 175.43, s.d. = 30.22) outperformed those whose leaders were in the high-extraversion condition (mean = 142.00, s.d. = 25.83; \( F[1, 52] = 6.95, p < .02 \)).

To ascertain whether these effects were driven by leader or follower performance, we conducted additional 2 \( \times \) 2 between-subjects ANOVAs on the number of T-shirts folded by each leader and two followers. With follower performance as the dependent variable, the analyses showed a significant interaction between the leader extraversion and follower proactivity manipulations (\( F[1, 51] = 6.38, p < .02, \eta^2 = .11 \)), and no other effects were significant. When the confederates were proactive, followers with leaders in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 59.64, s.d. = 10.80) outperformed those with leaders in the high-extraversion condition (mean = 46.61, s.d. = 10.62; \( F[1, 52] = 6.63, p = .01 \)). When the confederates were passive, the
performance of followers with leaders in the high-extraversion condition was higher (mean = 55.21, s.d. = 9.70) than the performance of followers with leaders in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 50.32, s.d. = 19.86), but unlike the results for the full group’s performance, the difference did not achieve statistical significance ($F[1, 52] = 0.93$, n.s). In contrast, the leader extraversion and follower proactivity manipulations had no significant main or interactive effects on leader performance. These analyses demonstrate that the differences in group performance caused by the interaction of leader extraversion and follower proactivity were due to followers’ performance, not leaders’ performance. Thus, supporting our hypotheses, when followers were proactive, they achieved higher performance when leaders acted in a less extraverted manner.

**Mediation Analyses**

To assess whether followers’ perceptions of receptivity explained the interactive effects on group performance, we conducted moderated mediation analyses using the procedures recommended by Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) and Edwards and Lambert (2007). A $2 \times 2$ ANOVA showed that the interaction of leader extraversion and follower proactivity had a significant effect on followers’ perceptions of leader receptivity ($F[1, 51] = 9.47, p < .01, \eta^2 = .15$), and the two main effects were not significant. Simple effects showed that as predicted, when the confederates were proactive, followers rated leaders in the low-extraversion condition as more receptive (mean = 5.35, s.d. = 0.87) than leaders in the high-extraversion condition (mean = 4.32, s.d. = 0.98; $F[1, 52] = 7.42, p < .01$). When the confederates were passive, this pattern reversed: followers actually viewed leaders in the high-extraversion condition as more receptive (mean = 5.34, s.d. = 1.01) than those in the low-extraversion condition (mean = 4.50, s.d. = 1.13; $F[1, 52] = 4.98, p < .05$). One explanation for this pattern is that when followers are passive, the shier, more reserved style of less extraverted leaders is interpreted as a lack of interest. When followers are proactive, on the other hand, this very style is interpreted as openness. These results show that as predicted, employee proactivity moderated the effect of leader extraversion on followers’ perceptions of leader receptivity.

In a hierarchical regression analysis predicting follower performance, when we entered leader receptivity, the interactive effect of the leader extraversion and follower proactivity manipulations decreased to nonsignificance, and leader receptivity was a significant predictor of follower performance. Table 5 presents the results of this analysis. We completed the test of mediation by testing the size of the indirect effects of our manipulations on follower performance through perceived leader receptivity. We used bootstrap procedures to construct bias-corrected confidence intervals based on 1,000 random samples with replacement from the full sample (Shrout & Bolger, 2002). The 95% confidence interval for the indirect interaction effect through perceived leader receptivity excluded zero (–0.89, –16.43), indicating statistical significance and supporting mediation of the moderating effect by perceived leader receptivity. Additional analyses showed that when the confederates were proactive, the 95% confidence interval for the indirect
effect of leader extraversion on follower performance through perceived leader receptivity excluded zero (–0.68, –17.68). In contrast, when the confederates were passive, the 95% confidence interval for the indirect effect of leader extraversion on follower performance through perceived receptivity included zero (–3.66, 1.53). The first-stage moderation effect was significantly stronger in the high proactivity condition than the low proactivity condition (95% confidence interval for the differences: 0.21, 1.60), as was the overall indirect effect (95% confidence interval for the differences: 0.27, 15.79). These results support Hypothesis 2, showing that perceptions of leader receptivity mediated the moderating effect of employee proactivity on the relationship between leader extraversion and group performance.

Alternative Explanation

A rival account of our findings is that leaders in the high- (low-)extraversion condition were less (more) likely to adopt the proactive suggestion, and using an inferior (superior) method caused their groups to perform less (more) effectively. According to this perspective, followers’ perceptions of leader receptivity may be a by-product of leaders’ actual decisions about whether to accept or reject the proactive suggestion made by the confederates. To test this possibility, we examined the data within the proactive conditions. The proportions of leaders who accepted and adopted the new method were 8/14 (57.1%) in the low-extraversion condition and 9/14 (69.2%) in the high-extraversion condition, and these proportions did not differ statistically ($\chi^2[1] = 0.42$, n.s.). Thus, the extraversion manipulation did not influence the likelihood that leaders accepted and adopted the proactive suggestion.

Furthermore, the performance of the groups that adopted and did not adopt the new method did not significantly differ. Followers whose leader accepted the idea (mean = 161.82, s.d. = 34.87) did not fold significantly more T-shirts than those whose leader rejected the idea (mean = 156.60, s.d. = 29.26; $t_{25} = 0.40$, n.s.). Our observations suggest that, although the new method had the potential to be more efficient, the ten-minute interval did not provide most teams with the opportunity to achieve this potential, as the time lost in teaching and learning the new method offset the potential gains.

These results rule out the alternative explanation that adopting a more effective or efficient method drove the differences in the performance of proactive groups in the high-versus low-leader-extraversion conditions. The moderated mediation analyses support our hypothesis that differences in perceived leader receptivity are what motivate the observed differences in performance. When the confederates were proactive, participants perceived the more extraverted leaders as less receptive to ideas, and they invested less effort in the task.\(^2\) In addition to supporting our proposed mo-

### TABLE 5
Study 2: Results of Moderated Regression Analyses Predicting Follower Performance*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>s.e.</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>$t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>–3.73</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>–.08</td>
<td>–.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader extraversion</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follower proactivity</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader extraversion × follower proactivity</td>
<td>–19.26</td>
<td>7.62</td>
<td>–.60</td>
<td>–2.53*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived leader receptivity</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.06*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $n = 56$. When we entered the interaction term in a separate step between the first and second, variance explained increased by 11 percent, from $R^2 = .02$ to $R^2 = .13$ ($F[1, 51] = 6.38$, $p < .02$). We replicated these patterns of results for group performance (the sum of follower and leader T-shirts) as the dependent variable.

* $p < .05$
** $p < .01$
*** $p < .001$
tivational mechanism of perceived leader receptivity, this study provides a conservative test of our overall hypotheses, as it shows that lower leader extraversion can improve the performance of proactive groups even when their ideas are not actually superior or more efficient.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

When does extraverted leadership contribute to higher group performance? In both a field and a laboratory study, we found that when employees were not proactive, extraverted leadership was associated with higher group performance. However, when employees were proactive, this pattern reversed, so that extraverted leadership was associated with lower group performance. We demonstrated this crossover interaction using two different measures of group performance, both naturally occurring and controlled proactive behaviors, and operationalizations of leader extraversion as a personality trait and a behavioral style. Our findings offer meaningful theoretical contributions to the literatures on leadership and proactivity in organizations.

**Theoretical Contributions**

Our primary contribution lies in identifying an important boundary condition for when groups led in an extraverted manner perform more effectively. Our research suggests that complementarity between leadership style and employee proactivity contributes to group performance. Specifically, the highest level of group performance was achieved either when a lack of proactivity from employees was paired with a more extraverted leadership style or when employee proactivity was paired with a less extraverted leadership style. Group performance was hindered when both employees and leaders acted in a more dominant, agentic manner (i.e., proactive employees, extraverted leader) and when neither employees nor leaders acted in this way (i.e., passive employees, less extraverted leader).

Our research represents a step toward theoretically integrating trait and contingency perspectives on leadership. The recent resurgence of research on leader characteristics has focused primarily on their direct associations with effectiveness outcomes (Judge et al., 2009); less research has examined contingencies that moderate these associations. A handful of studies have examined how leader extraversion moderates the relationship of leader-member exchange with performance and turnover (e.g., Bauer, Erdogan, Liden, & Wayne, 2006) and strengthens the relationship between emotion recognition and transformational leadership (e.g., Rubin, Munz, & Bommer, 2005). However, little research has identified contingencies that moderate the effects of extraverted leadership on group performance. In the spirit of classic contingency theories of leadership (e.g., Fiedler, 1971; Vroom & Yetton, 1973), we introduced employee proactivity as an important contingency for the group performance effects of extraverted leadership. Our results provide an explanation for the reversal of the extraverted leadership advantage by showing that when employees are proactive, those who lead in a less extraverted style are viewed as more receptive to employee proactivity. By showing that followers’ proactivity strengthens the performance of groups led by less extraverted individuals, our research lends conceptual and empirical rigor to assertions in the popular press that extraverted leadership is not necessarily a requirement for group and organizational effectiveness (Badaracco, 2002; Collins, 2001; Jones, 2006).

Our research also advances knowledge about proactivity in organizations. Researchers frequently assume that employees’ proactive behaviors contribute to group performance but have rarely tested this assumption, focusing instead on the antecedents of proactive behaviors (Grant et al., 2009). The few studies that have examined the consequences of proactive behaviors have done so at the individual level, examining implications for employees’ performance evaluations (e.g., Van Dyne & LePine, 1998) and career success (e.g., Seibert et al., 2001). Although scholars have presented conceptual arguments that proactive behaviors facilitate higher group performance, little empirical research has tested these specific linkages (Grant & Ashford, 2008; Griffin et al., 2007). Our research is among the first efforts to examine the group performance consequences of employees’ proactive behaviors. We found that whether employees’ proactive behaviors increase or decrease group performance depends on the degree to which their lead-
ers act extraverted. Our research reveals how employees’ proactive behaviors contribute to group performance when leaders are quiet and reserved but can actually undermine group performance when leaders are active and assertive. These results address calls to understand the conditions under which employees’ proactive behaviors have a negative rather than positive impact on group performance (Grant & Ashford, 2008).

Our findings thereby move toward synthesizing the literatures on leadership and proactivity, presenting a new perspective on employee proactivity as a contingency for leadership effects. Existing research has treated leadership as an antecedent of employees’ proactive behaviors (e.g., Detert & Burris, 2007; Griffen, Parker, & Mason, 2010; Parker et al., 2006), overlooking the possibility that leadership interacts with employees’ proactive behaviors to influence performance outcomes. Our studies provide new evidence that leadership is not only an influence on employee proactivity; its effects can also be shaped and altered by employee proactivity.

In addition, our research raises questions about whether job enrichment and empowerment interventions may have unintended consequences. A number of studies have shown that enriching jobs to provide autonomy and empowerment is associated with higher levels of employee proactivity (Grant & Parker, 2009). However, this research has yet to examine how leaders’ traits and styles affect the consequences of these proactive behaviors. Our studies point to the provocative possibility that when extraverted leaders enrich jobs to provide autonomy and empowerment, they may respond to employees’ ensuing proactive behaviors in ways that undermine their potential to contribute to improved performance.

Finally, our research extends knowledge about the objective, not only the subjective, consequences of dominance complementarity theory. Previous studies have focused primarily on the psychological consequences of complementarity, including attraction, liking, cohesion, and observer performance ratings (e.g., Kristof-Brown et al., 2005; Fragale, Tiedens, & Lee, 2003). In contrast, little research has linked dominance complementarity to objective performance outcomes, especially at the group level, which is also a critical oversight in leadership research (Kaiser et al., 2008). Our research begins to fill this gap by documenting the objective performance benefits of complementarity, operationalized in terms of the pairing of extraverted, assertive leadership with minimal employee proactivity or less extraverted, more reserved leadership with high employee proactivity.

Limitations and Future Directions

Our studies are subject to a number of limitations that suggest directions for future research. In both of our studies, leaders were in charge of groups responsible for relatively structured, repetitive, effort-based tasks (delivering pizzas and folding T-shirts). It remains to be seen whether the patterns generalize to more difficult, complex, or creative tasks. It is possible that differences in leader extraversion may have a stronger effect in more complex tasks—not only through the motivational mechanism of perceived leader receptivity, but also through the knowledge mechanism of enabling leaders to utilize better task strategies. Uncertainty about leader power and status (Kramer, 1998) may be another important boundary condition. When leaders have high “referent power” and high achieved or ascribed status, they may be open to proactivity regardless of their levels of extraversion, as they feel that their standing and authority are not being threatened. Similar predictions may be made for goal interdependence and value congruence, which may help to align leaders and employees around particular forms of proactivity that facilitate goal pursuit and value expression. In addition, our results may be circumscribed to relatively constructive forms of proactive behaviors. In Study 1, we did not measure whether employees’ proactive behaviors were targeted in productive directions, and in Study 2, our confederates suggested an idea that had the potential to improve performance. Will less extraverted leaders still be receptive to more self-serving or destructive expressions of proactivity? Will more extraverted leaders be even less receptive to these forms of proactivity?

On a related note, extraversion is a multifaceted trait, and we did not unpack which particular facets were responsible for the effects observed. Is it dominance-assertiveness, sociability, or a combination of these facets that drives the different responses of leaders to employees’ proactive behaviors? In addition, we did not test the psychological, behavioral, and social processes through which leaders with different levels of extraversion reacted differently to employees’ proactive behaviors. It will be critical for researchers to test several mechanisms. Do less extraverted leaders listen more carefully? Are they more focused and less distracted? Do they experience proactivity as less ego-threatening and actively encourage more proactivity? When employees are proactive, are less extraverted leaders less overconfident (see Ng, Ang, & Chan, 2008) or less overwhelmed by the social and intellectual demands of leadership roles (see...
Littell & Joseph, 2006; McGregor, McAdams, & Little, 2006). We also did not examine the mechanisms through which leaders’ reactions to employees’ proactive behaviors influenced group performance. Further research will enable a deeper understanding of the explanatory processes underlying our findings.

Interestingly, our findings appear to contrast with research on leader prototypicality, which suggests that when leaders are viewed as similar to and representative of their groups, these groups perform more effectively (Lipponen, Koivisto, & Olkkonen, 2005; van Knippenberg & Hogg, 2003; van Knippenberg & van Knippenberg, 2005). From this perspective, proactive employees may be particularly motivated when working with extraverted leaders who share their assertive tendencies. Although additional research is necessary to address this issue in further depth, one interpretation of the discrepancy is that employees’ responses to prototypical leaders vary as a function of the content dimension under consideration. Employees may respond favorably to leaders who share their values, attitudes, beliefs, and characteristics, but dominance complementarity emerges with respect to behaviors that are zero-sum: it is difficult for highly extraverted leaders to be the center of attention when employees are proactive, and it is equally challenging for proactive employees to advance bottom-up change when highly extraverted leaders impose their ideas. Highly extraverted leaders and proactive employees have different goals and expectations about the degree of leader control versus employee input that is appropriate, which may be why prototypicality is not ideal with respect to these content dimensions. When proactive employees work with less extraverted leaders, on the other hand, the ensuing complementarity “establishes a reciprocal relationship in which both sides have their needs met. . . . This type of mutually fulfilling interaction is desirable to both sides” (Kristof-Brown et al., 2005: 939–940). If this interpretation is accurate, it suggests that leader prototypicality effects are bounded to dimensions of similarity that are not zero-sum and can be shared by both sides.

Practical Implications and Conclusion

Our research offers valuable practical insights for both leaders and employees. For leaders, our studies have three key implications. First, our findings provide less extraverted leaders with a new set of tools for directing their groups toward effective performance. The popular press is replete with suggestions for individuals low in extraversion to “build on their quiet strength” by practicing their public speaking skills (Kahnweiler, 2009), achieve the “introvert advantage” by smiling more frequently (Laney, 2002), leverage “introvert power” by taking breaks and scheduling time to think (Helgoe, 2008), and take their companies from “good to great” by being quiet and reserved but still strong-willed (Collins, 2001). In contrast to these speculations, our research highlights a theoretically sound, empirically supported strategy whereby less extraverted individuals can facilitate group performance: actively encourage proactive behaviors on the part of employees. By being receptive to employees’ efforts to voice ideas, take charge to improve work methods, and exercise upward influence, less extraverted leaders can develop more efficient and effective practices that enhance group effectiveness.

Second, our findings may provide highly extraverted leaders with action steps for improving group performance. In settings and situations in which proactive suggestions are important, leaders who naturally tend to be assertive may wish to adopt a more reserved, quiet style. Since our laboratory experiment indicated that individuals can temporarily change their patterns of behavior, this prescription may be tenable. Third, in the spirit of developing future leaders, existing leaders may find it useful to train more extraverted managers to take notice of, utilize, recognize, and reward employees’ proactive behaviors. Finally, for employees, our findings suggest that proactive behaviors may be more effective with quieter leaders who are more receptive. It may be wise, then, for employees to make particular efforts to voice suggestions, take charge, and exert upward influence when working with less extraverted leaders. Employees may also seek out such leaders as audiences for their proactive ideas. In conclusion, our findings reveal how leader extraversion can be a liability—not only an asset—for group performance.
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